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SA Jumps Into The Real Estate
Game--Using Our Money
By Kim Van Bruggen
The Students' Association at
Red River Community College is
leaping into the land development
game—but not to build a student
union building—they want to
build a gas station and convenience store without any thought
as to what it would do if the business failed.
That's a question the SA doesn't
appear to be considering.
"We haven't really talked about
it yet," SA President Sheri Burns
said.
"We were looking at building a
gas station and restaurant on it
hoping to gain revenue," Burns
said.
The money for this $285,000
land deal hasn't been allocated
yet according to SA Vice-President George Dearman.
"It will either come from the
Student Union Building fund or
other revenues—like games or
student fees," Dearman said.
The Students' Association
didn't know exactly how much
money was in the Student Union
Building fund, but said it was
somewhere in between $100,000S300,000.
The students pay sixty dollars
per year in students fees, twenty
of which goes into a fund allocated for a long-awaited student
union building.
Presidents of other student
union's in the city were shocked
by the college's bid to enter the
real estate market when learning
the reason is to build the gas station.
"I've never heard of it before,"
University of Winnipeg SA President Ahmed Gommid said.
"It must be a very rich student
union. That would be the story of
the decade if they bought land to
build a gas station.
"I've heard of buying land for
student residences or student
pubs, buteverythingis going from
the student to the student,"
"You're not going to be a nonprofit organization anymore if you
are running a for-profit business."
University of Manitoba Student
Union President Karen Taraska
said investments are a good thing,
but they have to be thought
through very carefully and thor-

oughly.
"We have never made an exter-

nal investment. We've made
internal investments though,"
Taraska said.
"If they're going to spend that
much of the students' money
there's no doubt it should go to
referendum."
"What would happen if the
money was lost?"
College president Ray Newman was unaware of the SA's
plans to buy land,"My curiosity is piqued and I
will certainly be calling the SA to
find out about this," Newman said.
"Seems to me when you're
considering a proposal of this
magnitude you should have a
detailed proposal—with facts,
figures and projections," he said.
The availability of the land was
brought to the attention of the SA
r..
by Executive Director Don Hillman.
"I heard about this 3 weeks
ago," Burns said.
There is a five man committee
set up to look into buying the land
and on Friday they will have to
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make the decision whether or not Land located across the street from the college is ready for development. Question is
to purchase the land, according to are we ready or able to develop it? The SA thinks so.
Bums.
The decision will be made,
despite the fact there has not been
a feasibility study done by the
Students' Association.
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Ex-Nursing Student Takes His
Grievance Outside College Walls
al

(This is the last in a two part
series on a student who felt he
was robbed of an education.)

By Michelle Bailey
An ex-nursing student from
RRCC who says he has lost all
self esteem because of the teaching environment in the nursing
program,has planned to take action outside of the college.
Ron Champagne attended the
college between 1986 and 1989.
He said during that time, the instructors of the nursing program
made him feel "small and useless."
"It may seem like little things
to the instructors, but all of the
negative feedback just began to
snowball," Champagne said.
Champagne said that when he
decided to make some complaints,
he went to seeJean Burrows, head
of the nursing department.
"But when I explained my situation, I was told that maybe nursing just wasn't for me," he said.
Champagne recalls one incident when a client of his died in
his arms at the hospital he was
working at.
"When that happened, I got very
upset. At first, I was stereotyped
as the big 6 ft. goofball that had

no compassion. But when I cried
that time, everyone looked at me
differently."
"The very next day, all of the
instructors at the college knew
about what happened. It was really `big' news to them."
Champagne said he felt as
though he was being picked at for
every little thing he did.
"I pressume it was an effort to
break you," he said.
He did say, however, that there
were a few teachers who he felt
gave students the encouragement
and support needed to face the
pressures of the course.
"One of my teachers at the
hospital-she was top notch as far
as clinical was concerned. She
was definitely one teacher who
did capitalize on strong points."
"It was the first time my efforts
were really ever recognized," he
said.
But for Champagne, he said the
struggle to face those instructors
that he described as "stereotypical and negative" was becoming
too hard on him.
"It's hard to concentrate on
doing the best you can when you
have a dark cloud like that hanging over your head."
By April, 1989, Champagne

decided to visit Brian Hanson,
who at that time was vice-president of student affairs.
"I told him (Hanson) about my
situation. He told me he couldn't
see the nursing department getting away with that, and then
advised me to contact the Dean of
Health, Barry Garbutt."
Champagne said he called Dean
Garbutt and explained the problem to him.
"He didn't show the slightest
bit of interest. He told me he
couldn't see me that week because he was too busy."
"Then he said he would look
into the matter and call me by the
week's end with some information."

"One of my teachers
at the hospital-she was
top notch"
Champagne said friday came
and went without a phone call
from Garbutt. He said he then
called back and demanded an appointment.
"Well, I got one. We met on
April 17 in his office. He ques-

tioned how long I had been in the
course."
"After telling him three years,
he then told me because I missed
some school because of a serious
accident, I could not write the
final exam and I would have to
come back the next fall to finish
the course."
Champagne said Garbutt told
him that was all they could do.
"Then I asked him why Jean
Burrows was not meeting with us
that afternoon. He (Garbutt) didn't
say a word."
"I said I wasn't buying this
snow job and that he had just
bought himself the biggest lawsuit ever seen by the college."
Champagne said Garbutt
turned white, stood up, and told
him that he had nothing to do with
it and that he had no pan in it
anymore.
He said his next move was to
go see Hanson again to fill out an
appeal form.
The Projector contacted Dean
Garbutt for his comment.
He said he didn't want to "get
involved" as he sees the situation
as a "personal matter."
"As a Dean and as a part of the
appeal process, I don't see very
many appeals. I see very few," he

said.
"That, to me, says something.
It certainly doesn't mean there is
a large problem here."
"The appeal process is fair and
considering the size of the nursing program and the college, the
number of actual appeals are
minimal," Garbutt said.
"After beating around the bush
for a few more months, by the
time September rolled around and
I was entering yet another year to
complete the course, I just
couldn' t take itanymore," he said.
Champagne decided to take
legal action outside of the college. He hired a lawyer and hopes
to have his case justify why he
was given such a hard time.
"Now, I have to try to pull my
life together again and decide what
I'm going to do. I just know for a
fact, I won't be back at Red River.
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Nursing Students Offer A
-c2 Opinion
Different
By Michelle Bailey
Nursing is a profession where
compassion, dedication, and hard
work can determine whether or
not a person wants the job bad
enough.
According to three second year
nursing students at Red River, if
you don't have the what it takes,
you just won't cut the mustard as
a nurse.
"Nothing is insurmountable or
impossible when you want it bad
enough. You put your life on hold
and you have to know what you' re
getting yourself into," said one of
the students, who along with the
others, do not wish to be named.
The three students said they are
extremely happy with the nursing
program at the college.
Two of them came to Red River
after completing L.P.N. (`Licensed Practical Nursing) requirements elsewhere while the other
attended her first year of nursing
at the college.
They all agree there is a heavy
workload and piles of homework
on top of the time spent working

11 hours a week during clinical at
various Winnipeg hospitals.
"But all of that was no surprise
when we enrolled in the course.
We knew what was expected of
us," one of them said.
The students were responding
to an article in the Dec. 18 issue of
The Projector, where a former
disgruntled nursing student aimed
complaints at the college's nursing department.
"We just wanted to point out
the positive things that this course
has to offer it's students," one
student said."There is nothing
wrong with this nursing program."
They said they felt the nursing
instructors have been excellent in
providing support, guidance, and
encouragement to students.
"They all treat us like we are
adults, but in order to be treated in
that respect, you have to show
them that you are a responsible

person."
The students said it is a difficult course to tackle because it is
extremely comprehensive and
concentrated. The passing mark
for all tests and assignments is 80
per cent.
"A lot of people think that mark
would be ridiculous for a student
to get on everything. But, it is
worked out in such a way that if
someone received a mark below
80 per cent, they can automatically make it up, and they are
given ample opportunity to do
so," one student remarked.
"Besides, if you were in a hospital, would you want a nurse
who knew less than 80 per cent of
her stuff? I wouldn't," another
student said.
The students wanted to make it
clear that although there are always going to be people who are
not satisfied with the course they
chose, there are those who
wouldn't be doing anything else.
"With all of the support and
help given by the instructors, the
only person to blame is yourself
if you fail."
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It's just what we've always
needed—a gas station.
It's just what we've always
wanted—a convenience store.
Yes, we the students, could be
the proud owners of a piece of
land across the street from the
college—aren't we lucky?
The SA's going to build us a
gas station.
Gee, thanks.
I don't know about you, but
I'm not sure where the logic is for
this one.
The SA has already spent
5300,000 on architectural fees and
working drawings for a student
union building.
In a Projector article, dating
back to Oct. 4/85, the projected
start date for the building of the
SUB was "in two years."
Well, five years later, no SUB
in sight, the SA wants to begin
another project and probably pay
out hundreds of thousands of
dollars more to consultants and
architects to provide us with a gas
station, convenience store and
restaurant.
But I'm sure all we'll get for
our money is a bunch of drawings
that five years from now will be
out of date and unusable.
Besides which, two of the
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From
The
Editor
amenities they're proposing–the
convenience store and restaurant–
would be in direct competition
with other businesses of the SA
on campus.
Now that's a smart investment.
I'm not sure if it's possible to
bankrupt a students' association
(Don Hillman assures me they
could never do that–with this
group of executives I'm not so
sure) but I would think that maybe
the students should be asked first
if they even want this investment
to be made "on their behalf."
The SA says that's impossible
(to put it to a referendum) so....I
suggest if all of this craziness
does come about, those students
who do not wish to have their
student fees go towards such a
project should withold their 60
dollars next year in hopes this
action might drive the point home
to the next SA executive—that
our money is not their's to play
with.

News Editor
Michelle Bailey
Entertainment Editor
Doug Gordon

Certified Management Accountant
A CMA designation will open doors to careers in
commerce, industry and government.
CMAs are trained in accounting theory and practice,
the management decision-making process, computers,
taxation, law and economics.
You can earn your professional designation while
you continue to work, and your advancement
opportunities will improve from the moment you
become a CMA student.

CMA

-

opening the door to success.

For more intiwmation contact:

The Society of
Management Accountants of Manitoba

Contributing Writers
Paul Deleske
Karen Walker
Lori Cassidy
Karl Nyssonen
Bob Cooney
Chris Zuk
Don Bailey
J3 Green
Todd Lewys
Jamie Shanks

Student Thinks Burns Is
Stretchin The Truth
To the Editor,
I was interested in the article

that appeared in the last issue of
the Projector, "S.A. Executive
Votes for Own Christmas Bonus." Does Sheri Burns think that
the student body of this college is
stupid or what? I don't believe
anyone here really believes her
when she tries to tell us she spends
40 hours a week in her office.
Take it from someone who is in
the SA office a lot as part of the
Program Board, if she spends 8
hours a week in her office she is
lucky. Forty hours a week in the
summer, that's a load of B.S. The
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Exec. only work a 4-day week
from 9 till 5, Monday thru Thursday during the summer months.
When I read some of the comments made by Sheri, it made me
think back to the student elections last year where she was
elected president by means of a
yes or no vote. For the people that
were not here last year, she was
the only person running.
Another disturbing comment
she made was in the article on
page 4 "Red River Left Out By
Universities". She sounded like a
little kid saying, well, no one told

to last senatin.
There are three essential ingredients in the kicking teams, says
quale — the plan, the talent, the technique. He is a finicky coach who
keeps his own special teams playbook.

me to do it. I guess she really

doesn't have any of her own initiative and could not write a letter
of condolence on her own. This
shows very little class on her part
and makes the SA look just as
bad.
To the Projector staff, keep up
the good work. The only way to
keep Sheri working, it seems, is
to tell her what to do and keep on
her back so she stays off her butt.

Russ Young
Program Board
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It's time once again for the
annual changing of the guard
at the Projector.
If you feel you can fulfill the
duties of Editor-in-Chief at
the student newspaper, if you
are organized, literate and
brave, then forward your
resume to the Students'
Association in Room DM20
before 4 p.m. February 16,
1990.
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Top 10 Bug Day Gripes

What Are Your Expectations For The 1990's

By Paul Deleske

Jeff Martens
Electronic Technology

"Everybody is going to be
worried about the environment.
There will also be an increase in
crime and a greater separation
between the slums and the rich
people. I think fashion will follow the old styles."

Jeff Tay
Electronic Technology
"I think computers will take

over and education will have to
change to keep up with it. New
jobs will be created but old jobs
will be ended. There will be a
decrease in crime, especially in
drugs."

Debbie Chester
Secretarial
"I think things will be the same
as this year. Fashions will be the

same. The economy will go down
and I think we're headed toward
a recession and depression. There
will be a lot of cutbacks in the job
market and jobs will be scarce. In
Europe, people will continue to
rebel and we'll see a lot more
wars."

into someone' s future
In remembrance. In tribute. In celebration.
Breathe life into someone's future with a
gift to the Manitoba Lung Association.

t

Manitoba Lung Association

Alma Ilago
Civil Engineering
"More people will get into
education, going back to school
because of self improvement.
More jobs will be created because people can go into different branches of their careers.
People will strive themselves to
be more successful. Educational
system will stay the same, but
there'll be more specific training.
Prices will go up, but in a way
stay the same because people will
get paid better. Fashions will stay
the same...we'll have trends and
fads but nothing drastic like space

suits."

Scott MacLaren
Business Administration
"Teachers keep telling me the
economy and job market are going
down but I'm hoping it will do a
lot better. A lot of people in Eastem Europe coming over to Canada and the United States because
they don't have enough resources
to fully support them over there.

Everybody's turning into a democracy, turning to people's
government rather than Communist. Technology is always getting better. We'll be going into
space more frequently. Hopefully,
we'll find cures for all the diseases."

The SA has tabulated the results from its second annual Bug
Day, held last Dec. 12 to give
students a chance to air their pet
peeves and make suggestions for
college improvements.
More than 300 Bug Day forms
were collected by SA councillors
during the three-hour blitz, covering a wide range of issues both
old and new.
The top ten student gripes in
descending order are:
' Parking. This perennial complaint appeared on more than onethird of the surveys. Shortages of
plug-in spaces and lack of price
reductions for non-plug spaces
were mentioned most, along with
idle spaces in the staff parking
lots.
' College Cleanliness. Ran a close
second to parking. The SA is
planning an awareness campaign
that will begin in March.
' Smoking. Both puffers and abstainers were doing a slow burn
over this one, with beefs about

lack of clearly designated smoking zones and massive abuse of
smoke-free areas resulting from
poor enforcement procedures.
°Booze. Surprizingly, 86 students
were bugged about the lack of a
bar on campus.
'Instructor Quality. Sixty-nine
complaints about specific instructors and their teaching methods
poured in, primarily from Business Administration and Electrical Technology students.
"CMOR. An even split here between too loud/too soft and more
metal and hard rock/more rap,
lite rock, and Top 40 factions. A
speaker near Building E lockers
drowns out the pay phones.
*Heat. Or rather, the lack thereof
in many classrooms.
°Cafeteria Food. Another old
student gripe, a litany of complaints about portion sizes, quality and high prices. Some students with allergies wanted ingredient labels on soups.
°Computer Shortages. Primarily

Garbage
Overwhelming
Students
By Bob Cooney

By Michelle Bailey
Starting today, people who
smoke might hear a few more
requests to "butt out".
This week is National NonSmoking week and Red River
College will be included in this
years campaign.
On January 24, otherwise
known as "Weedless Wednesday"
smokers are highly encouraged
to try to kick the habit, if not
forever, at least for 24 hours.

rrrs

RENT

INCREASE
OEM

But for some students who attend the college, they would like
to see the smoking situation under more control.
The problem lies in the policy
that already exists at Red River.
The present college smoking
policy allows people to smoke on
the second alcoves in buildings
E, F, and D.
As well, there are areas designated for smoking in the Voyageur Cafeteria, the Buffalo, and

in other areas in the college.
College president Ray Newman said he received a complaint
from a student who said she
couldn't stand thecigarette smoke
coming from the second floor of
Building J.
"When I told her that it was true
we had a problem with the prescnt sm oking policy, she explained
the policy that the University of
Manitoba has in place."
At the U of M anyone caught
,

M

smoking will get a warning. The
second time, the smoker will get
slapped with a S100 fine.
"We can't invoke a smoking
policy like that here," Newman
said. "The smoking policy of
government buildings does not
allow for any disciplinary measure."
Newman said they just have to
rely on people to abide with the
existing policies.
"I get a lot of complaints, espc-

ANITOBA'S 1990 rent increase guideline

has been set at 3%. This guideline applies to
most rental units including apartments, single
rooms, houses and duplexes. Some
exceptions are units less than 5 years old,
those government owned or administered,
and premises with a monthly rent of more
than $942.

juice bottles, and empty chip bags
littered the seating areas.
Cigarette butts, despite the ban
on smoking in certain areas, were
crushed into the floor.
The Cave was a mess. Of the

If you believe your rent increase is
unreasonable, whether it's above or below
the guideline, you may object in writing
within 30 days to:
LANDLORD AND TENANT AFFAIRS
302 -254 EDMONTON STREET
WINNIPEG. MANITOBA
R3C 3Y4
TELEPHONE 945-2476 IN WINNIPEG.
1-800-782-8403 TOLL-FREE OUTSIDE WINNIPEG

.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
ABOUT LANDLORD AND TENANT MATTERS
11: How often can my rent go up?
A: Normally, your rent can be increased only
once a year.
0: What notice is required to increase my

rent?

A: You must receive three full months written
notice of any rent increase from your
landlord.

Manitoba
Housing
Gerry Ducharme,
Minister

cially from people who are suffering from asthma. They don't
like walking through the thick
smoke because it really bothers
them," he said.
Newman added that all smoking in college hallways will be
done away with beginning in
September, 1990.

0: I am a new tenant. Can the landlord
increase the rent above what the previous
tenant paid?
A: Not necessarily. Rent is fixed on the suite
for a 12-month period. If you are in doubt,
contact Landlord and Tenant Affairs.

Complaining students condemning college cleanliness have
caused council to create a concept to raise trash awareness,
according to SA president Sheri
Burns.
'Trash is everywhere...Period,"
Burns said, indicating that college cleanliness was one of the
top complaints on Bug Day.
Indeed, it is. Everywhere.
The Projector randomly surveyed the Cave and common areas
on the mall level.
An abundance of drink cups,

I've objected in writing to my rent
increase. Now what?
Landlord and Tenant Affairs will adjudicate
the objection. Pending its advice, you
are required only to pay your landlord
the 3% guideline increase. Should you
or your landlord disagree with the
recommendation, you may still appeal
within 14 days. After a review, a decision
will be made that is final and binding.

nine rows of tables in the room,
none were cleaned off.
A few students were studying
between spilled drinks, crumpled
newspapers, ashes, and lunch bags
that covered every free space on
all the tables.
The lunch room's one garbage
container, located within tossing
distance of four of the tables, was
half-full.
All the accumulated trash on
the tables could easily have filled
three (or more) garbage cans.
This garbage glut prompted the
SA to commission five teams of
Advertising Art illustration majors and Creative Communica-

in the LRC. Some instructors are
also typing up computer labs for
lecturing purposes.
°Photocopiers. Long line-ups for
LRC copiers, with no access to
copy facilities outside LRC hours.
SA Public Relations Director
Kari MacDonald said the results
were a good representation from
across the college.
"We had the booths set up all
around the school. We had the
Cave, the Voyageur, Building J
and the Buffalo so anybody who
wanted to fill out a form was
pretty well exposed to them."
The bookstore came in for its
share of cri ticism, with complaints
about short staff and long lineups during registration periods.
The SA will investigae the possibility of mounting an "Out of
Stock" display board outside the
bookstore to at least avoid fruitless waiting in line.
Realistically, many of the issues raised by the survey are out
of control of the SA and must be

dealt with by college administrators, MacDonald said, but added
that the SA can meet with them to
voice the students' concerns.
"Parking is pretty well out,"
she said.
"We can push for another lot,
but getting electrical plugs out to
the far 'North Forty' scramble lot
is pretty well impossible because
the cost is astronomical.
"Administration is taking care
of smoking policies. Ray Newman recently conducted a survey
of staff and the consensus was
that the rules need enforcement,
and that the areas need better
posting."
CMOR staff figuratively
"threw up their arms" at the Bug
Day results, MacDonald said.
"There really isn't a lot they
can do. It's simply a matter of
trying to please all of the people
all of the time. I think they play a
good mix of music. It's a pretty
diverse group we've got there."
MacDonald said that she hoped
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tions advertising students to develop print and visual concepts
for the SA's approval. The campaign would make students aware
of their responsibilities in reducing trash build up.
One of the teams will be chosen to carry their project out. In
return, the SA will make a donation to the Ad Art scholarship
fund.
"We haven't decided on a figure yet, but it will be three digits,"
Bums said.
The projects are to be examined by the SA executive following adjustments as requested by a
pre-selection team, Cre Comm
instructor Kent Gulbrantson, and
Ad Art instructor Ross Sundmark.
The two have seen all the presentations, but haven 't reached any
decisions.
"It's too early to tell. Right
now, we have several different
concepts, and the SA will have to
make the final decision,"
Gulbrantson said.
Sundmark added, "This is just
preliminary campaign development. We're going to do some
refining."
Burns said they were going to
try and save money by printing as
much of the artwork as possible
in the college.
The campaign is scheduled to
begin after the second term break,
likely mid-March, Burns added.

the upcoming SA cleanliness
campaign will improve perception of a growing problem.
"We're hoping that by creating
awareness and saying, 'Look, you
guys have to start cleaning up
after yourselves. Your mother
doesn't live here', we'll hopefully get some response."
The SA is taking the complaints
against instructors seriously, and
will be asking council members
from the affected areas to meet
privately with the students to
investigate their validity.
"There were about six instructors whose names repeatedly were
coming up," said MacDonald,
adding that the SA has a committee working with the administration on a new instructor evaluation program.
She expects that solutions to
some of the issues raised will
have to be left up to future councils.
"Some of these things have to
be pushed and pushed andpushed,
" she said.
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Students May
Face Higher
Tuition Costs,
Minister Says
By Karyn Walker
Students at Red River college
may be faced with tuition increases next year to bring the
college closer to the national
average yearly fee.
In a meeting with the SA Executive on Dec. 14, Education
Minister Len Derkach suggested
that a hike in tuition fees next
year may be in the works.
SA President Sheri Burns said
the minister's suggestions were
very brief and nothing definite
was discussed, but she suspects
the increase will be implemented.
"Our tuition fees here [at Red
River] are lower than the average
across Canada," she said.
"The Minister of Education
gave us information about a possible tuition increase, but no dollars have been projected."
Currently, there are 22,000
student who will take courses at
the college this year. Of these
students, approximately 9,000 are
full time, while the rest of the
population are either part time or
night students.
However, if tuition fees do
increase, student air may need

adjusting to deal with the problem.
Burns predicts, "If they do
increase student fees, I think student aid will be easier to get."
But, according to a student aid
worker in the college, the federal
government might be slow in
making changes to student aid to
keep up with tuition fees, but said
that eventually it would be adjusted.
At this time, no word on how
high the increase might be or
where the increased revenues
would be allocated. However, the
Projector asked a number of students what they felt about the
proposal.
Comments were varied, but the
general consensus depends on the
amount fees would be increased.
If fees skyrocket from this year's
S600, most students thought it
was unfair and would have to be
justified.
One student said he wouldn't
mind an increase if it was reasonable and if the increase was to
benefit students rather than going
into things like staff salary inc reases.

Thieves Walk
Away With
Jumper Cables
By Karl Nyyssonen
Thieves lurking in the dark
parking lots at the college didn't
seem to be interested in one student's car stereo-they just wanted
her jumper cables.
"The jumper cables were old,
and they could have bought a
cheap, new pair at
Safeway,"Michelle Lombardi, a
second year CreCom student said.
The thieves made no attempt to
remove her stereo when they
smashed through the car window
two weeks ago-seemingly content with the $12 pair of jumper
cables.
Ironically, it wasn't the cost of
what was stolen that was expensive, it was the cost of replacing
the broken rear passenger window.
Lombardi found that she had to
pay a $100 deductible through
Autopac before she could get her
window replaced.
"I thought it would be less. It's

like paying someone to break into
your car," she said.
Security guards that were there
at 12:30 a.m. offered little assistance when she went to them for
help. They told her nothing could
be done that night and to come
back in the morning.
"There was total apathy on their
part. To me, doing something
seems to be part of their job,"
Lombardi said.
Ernie Marion, Security Supervisor at Red River, said that he
didn't receive a complaint.
"We're always watching, but
there are a lot of people out there."
There is one commissionaire
patrolling each parking section of
the college constantly, but at the
end of the thy they go home.
There are then only three guards
left to patrol the entire campus,
Marion added.
"We're doing better than we've
ever been. Crime is down, but I'm
keeping my fingers crossed," he
said.

VetflOfti

University
Education

The Cop Movie
In Decline:

Ask about the Canadian Forces Regular Officer Training Plan for
Men and Women.
• have your education paid for by the Canadian Forces at a
Canadian military college or a mutually selected Canadian
university upon acceptance.
• receive a good income, tuition, books and supplies, dental and
health care and a month's vacation if your training schedule allows.
• choose from a large selection of programs.
• have the opportunity to participate in a number of sporting and
cultural activities.
• on graduation. be commissioned as an officer and begin work in
your chosen field.

Tango & Cash
By Randall King

Tango and Cash may be proof
positive that thecop-action movie
is going to hell on a handcart,
albeit a handcart armed with the
latest in sophisticated weapons
technology.
The Lethal Weapon movies
are largely to blame because they
started to chip away at the credibil ity of the genre. They projected
extreme James Bond fantasy-type
violence onto the cop-action
thriller, creating an annoying and
unsatisfying cop-fantasy hybrid.
Another perpetrator in the slow
death of the action movie is none
other than Sylvester Stallone.
While Lethal Weapon was destroying believability, Stallone
was at work killing off characterization.
First Blood was an honorable
effort, but it transcended S uillone's ability to emote. The subsequent Rambo cycle consequently did away with characterization and simply emphasised
soulless, jingoistic mayhem. Stallone's emotions ranged from
angry to angrier.

For more inlormation on plans, entry requirements and
opportunities, visit the recruiting centre nearest you
or call coiled — we're in the Yellow Pages 114 under
n. Recruiting.

Choose a Career, Live the Adventure.

CANADIAN FORCES
FORCES

CANADIENNES

Regular and Reserve

Reguliere et de reserve
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Canadri

Lab
Technicians

Here's your chance to really make a difference. If you are a
Registered Laboratory lechnologist with the Canadian Society
of Laboratory Thchnologists you can begin a rewarding career
in the exciting medical division of the Canadian Armed Forces.
As a vital member of one of our hospital teams, your future
will include:
• an opportunity for subsidized university training in medical
laboratory science.
• a competitive starting salary ($28,000)
• ongoing job security with an attractive benefits package.

His other characters degenerated as well. In the first Rocky
movie, we saw Stallone hanging
around and drinking with the guys
on the street. In Cobra, Stallone
was pushing them around and
telling them to clean up their act.
The tendency toward weak
characterization and unbelievable, give-the-rubes-what-theywant violence culminates in
Tango and Cash, a movie that is a
monumental waste of time.
It is the extremely unlikely
story of two hotshot police detectives who are set up for a murder
by a seemingly omnipotent. master criminal played by Jack
Palance (who looks like an intelligence to be reckoned with,
doesn't he?)
As Tango, Stallone is required
to stretch himself playing a crisply
tailored yuppie cop who actually
enunciates his words. Of course,
it doesn't work. Stallone playing
an urbane wit is reminiscent of
the Beverly Hillbillies' Jethro
trying to pass himself off as a
suave "double-nought spy".
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For iniormatlon on plans, entry requirements and
opportunities. visit the recruiting centre nearest you
or call collect without obligation — we're in the
Yellow Pages"' under "Recruiting".

Choose a Career, Live the Adventure.

Regular and Reserve
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Our Shlock Culture
Correspondent
Prophesizes The '90s
Will Be A ShlockFilled Decade
By Jamie Shanks
Okay, so here we are. It's 1990.
Feels weird, doesn't it? I mean, it
feels like we're in a big sciencefiction movie about the future or
something. Doesn't it? Ah, forget
it.
Here I sit, sipping on some Olde

Paint Dissolver, combing my
brain for something profound or
ironic to say about the last 10
years. But I'm just a young punk,
I ain't no man of wisdom, and I
know you're all probably tired of
hearing about the '80s and what a

Rambo MBA.. Sylvester Stallone as Ray Tango in Tango & Cash
Kurt Russell as Tango's professional rival Cash is at least a
tolerable presence on the screen;
Stallone's woodenness tends to
highlight Russell's casual style.
But neither actor gets to deliver a

single memorable line.
Not that dialogue is a consideration. The moviemakers at work
here arc just upping the ante when
it comes to showing the requisite
weapons, explosions and torture.

But by giving the audience what
they think it wants, they end up
distancing audiences more than
ever with a product that no one
can believe in.

hell of a decade it was. Well, I've
got just two things to say about
the '80s: Gil Gerard didn't blast
off in 1987 and wind up in the
25th century trapped in a TV show
with gorgeous chicks in spandex,
and; we didn't get blown up in a
nuclear war like Nostradamus
predicted (I was all psyched up,
you know how it is).
So what about the '90s? What's
gonna happen? Who do we turn
to for the predictions? (And I don't
mean, like, "Billy Goat Will Give
Birth to Two-Headed Elvis.")
Well, well, as I live and breath
and get sick to my stomach—
Hollywood comes to the rescue!
1990-The Bronx Warriors:
Sometime this year, there's gonna
be a big gang war in New York
involving Vic Morrow, guys on
roller skates with metal hockey
sticks, and a motorcycle gang
who'll duke it out with flame
throwers and shotguns and presumably their hands and feet as
well. This will take place in the
Bronx, of course, where even the
cops fear to tread. Watch for
developments in the next few
months.
1991-Alien Nation: Aliens are
going to crash on earth, move to
California, hang out, and get high

on blue gunk from outer space.
Prepare yourself.
1992-1995: Things are gonna
get crazy. Peter Weller is going to
get blown away and then rise again
as a gun-toting robot with blood
in his eyes. As well, depending
on what you prefer, there could
be any number of nuclear wars,
zombies rising from the grave,
deserts covering the planet, oil
wars, gas shortages, plagues, time
warps, monsters, aliens, T.V.
corporations ruling the world,
comets roasting us alive, swordwielding barbarians, mutants, and
sex-crazed psychopathic biker
punks roaming the wastelands
astride their fierce Harley choppers, hell-bent on destruction and
thirsting for blood.
Whew. What happened to the
good old days?
1996-Survival Earth: Three
knobs are going to bushwhack
through the forest near Toronto,
talking about philosophy and
reciting poetry. Truly mankind's
future looks grim, indeed.
1997-Escape from New York:
After the crime rate in the U.S.
rises by something like 800% (at
this point, who's going to care?)
Air Force One will crash in New
York, and Mr. Snake Plissken is

going to roll up his sleeves and go
get him. I just hope I live through
all that other garbage to see it.
1999: No doubt there is going
to be a big-time Prince revival
and we'll be partying like it's
1999. Like Space: 1999, in
fact...The moon is going to get
blown out of orbit by a nuclear
explosion, and Commander John
Koenig and company will be sent
hurtling through space on all sorts
of adventures.
Lastly, according to Robotech,
a giant alien spacecraft is going to
emerge from hyperspace and
crash-land on earth, setting the
stage for the 21st century.
(What? A cartoon show?
Shanks is a girlie-man for watching a cartoon TV.show, eh? You
probably think that's funny.
Well, let me tell you something, pal. Through 65 episodes,
which told one big story, earth
got invaded three times by three
different alien races, got completely nuked, and the scriptwriters figure roughly three billion
people got snuffed, not counting
the aliens. You think that's funny?
That's about as hilarious as a roll
of sandpaper toilet tissue.)
And there you have it. What
more do you want?
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Yoks
Aplenty
at 1990
Spirit
Week
Fest
By Melanie Verhaeghe
Need a good laugh? Well,
RRCC's annual Spirit Week is
sure to cure the post-Christmas
blues with a zany "ComedyFest."
This year, the entire week of
January 29 to February 2 is devoted to comedy.
And what a variety of entertainment. The highlights have to
be visits from (no kidding) Corky
and the Juice Pigs at Friday's pub
night, and Bowser and Blue
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m.
Corky and the J uice Pigs are on
a cross-Canada tour of colleges
and universities for their "Lean-

There's one day (Tuesday)
devoted to student participation.
Between 11 a.m. and 12 p.m. a
"Tell-A-Joke" contest will be run,
and between 12 to 1 p.m., 92 CITI
FM is arranging "Zany Student"
contests with DJ "The Vin Man."
CITI FM will also be on campus live from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday.

Corky and the Juice Pigs at last year's Spirit Week
ing Tour of Pizza 1989-90." To
their credit, they won Comedy/
Variety Entertainer of the Year in
1988 named by the Canadian
Organization of Campus Activities.
They synthesize comedy and
music to what is considered possibly the craziest act in Canadian
comedy.
"Those guys are crazy. Fastpaced, lunatic crazy. Some guys
who saw them last year said they
were the best college act they'd
ever seen," said John Anton, assistant program director for the
Students' Association.
Along the same lines as the

Juice Pigs is act Bowser and Blue.
They, too, join comedy and music in their act.
They are better known for their
song parodies. Take for example,
Suzanne Vega's "Luka". Bowser
and Blue have transformed that
into "I have a bazooka, I blew up
the second floor..."
Cathy Sudletsky, program director for the SA, said, "They're
a little raunchier."
Besides the two musical/comedy acts, comedians from local
clubs—Yuk Yuk's and Rumor's—will appear daily during
the week. The events run from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. daily.

Parallel Gallery Guide
By Louise Charette
Students suffering from the
January blues and the post-holiday, pre-Autopac cash shortage,
take heart—there's a lot of inexpensive fun to be had in the city,
and it's available in some of the
most unlikely places: parallel
galleries.
Parallel galleries are small,
publicly-funded art galleries
which offer alternatives to the
Winnipeg Art Gallery's more traditional approach to art. Their
events are open to everyone, and
almost all of them are free.
Most of them offer more than a
few paintings hanging on a wall,
or sculptures scattered around a
room. Generally, they take a
multimedia approach, including
video productions, computer technology, performances, and music
in their wide definition of contemporary art.
Several of them have resource
libraries, where people are welcome to spend an afternoon looking through their collections of
art-related material.
A few hold lectures, workshops,
and more ambitious shows outside the gallery, so anyone interested in specific events should
call the gallery for details.
Hem's a guide to the local parallel galleries and a sample of
some of their upcoming shows.
Call them for more complete listings, they're a friendly bunch and
would love to hear from you!
Ace Art: 24-221 McDermot,
944-9763. Open Tues.-Sat. 12-5
p.m., Thurs. until 8 p.m.
Ace Art features multimedia
exhibits by rising young contem-

porary artists. Now showing are
paintings by a local artist who
uses "dime store" imagery.
Coming next is a one-man show
of large-scale collages, then a ti vewoman mixed media exhibit.
Centre Culture] FrancoManitobain: 340 Provencher,
233-8972. Gallery 1 open Mon.Fri. 9 a.m.-10 p.m., Sat. and Sun.
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Gallery 2 open
same extended hours as Centre.
Expect anything from children's drawings to experimental
multimedia "installations" (work
developed specifically for the
space). Most of the work shown
is by contemporary Franco-Manitoban artists. Current shows include prints by a group of local
print-makers and another of realistic landscapes.
Craftspace: 7-100 Arthur, 9470340. Open Tues.-Sat. 11 a.m.-5
p.m.
This is primarily a retail gallery. However, the gallery does
host about 10 exhibitions of contemporary crafts every year.
Works by a local potter will be
shown until the end of February.
Floating Gallery: T-100
Arthur, 942-8183. Open Tues.Sat. 12-5 p.m.
The gallery features non-commercial photography, usually by
national mists. There is a public
resource centre, as well as darkroom and production facilities and
equipment rentals available to
members.
Main Access Gallery: 100
Arthur, 956-2089. Open Tues.Sat. 11 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
This two-level gallery often
features shows by groups of art-

ists with a specific topic. The
work is contemporary, and frequently controversial. Over the
next two months, the gallery will
be showing large-scale landscapes, paintings focusing on
urban social issues, and photography.
Plug In Inc: 175 McDermot,
942-1043. Open Mon.-Sat. 11
a.m.-5 p.m., Thurs. until 7 p.m.
This gallery is the most diverse,
active and possibly the most
experimental of all the local galleries. Earlier this month, Plug-In
offered workshops in "radio art",
conducted by a Toronto artist. At
the end of January, it will offer
workshops with a Quebec group
which creates its own instruments.
In March, the gallery will host an
eight-member group which performs traditional and contemporary music on traditional Indonesian instruments. The gallery is
also showing the work of a contemporary Australian photographer and an exhibit about racism.
There is a resource library open
to the public.
Ukrainian Cultural and
Educational Centre: 184 Alexander, 942-0218. Open Tues.-Sat.
11 a.m.-4 p.m., Sun. 2-5 p.m.
Don't expect to find painted
Easter eggs here. Those belong in
a folk arts museum, not a gallery
which shows contemporary art,
usually, but not always, by
Ukrainian artists. The gallery is
showing a local folk-oriented
artist until the end of February. Its
next exhibit is "participatory"
sculpture by an experimental
Montreal artist.
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To cap off the week's fun, five
Monty Python movies will be
played in between the acts.
There's lots to take in so get out
and enjoy the "Comedy Fest."
"It's good quality entertainment
and it's free," says John Anton.
Oh, yeah. Check out the Crazy
Ox, all you T-shirt collectors.
There's one to commemorate
Spirit Week and it's pretty hip.

CMOR Whacks
the High Cost of
Wax
By Louise Charette
Students received an unusual
pre-Christmas treat when CMOR
held its record and CD sale in the
Cave on Dec. 20. Most of the
records were fairly recent releases,
and many were by artists extremely hard to find, especially at
bargain basement prices.
The prices—S3 for albums, S2
for EPs, and 45s at two for SIwere lowered later in the afternoon. Some records were brand
new, like an unopened copy of
Michelle Shocked's latest release,
Captain Swing.
"We don't pay for a lot of the
stuff we get. They're promotional
copies. We get a lot of duplicates,
too, I ike the Michelle Shocked album. At one time, we had 14 copies of a couple Jane Siberry records," Jason Hopko, general
manager of CMOR, said.
Hopko said the sale was intended to help clear out the station's vinyl in order to make room
for CDs.
"We're getting rid of all our
45s. They're too much hassle to
store. And we're keeping only
the best of the best in albums. If
we have a song on a "greatest
hits" collection, we're getting rid
of any other copies."
One student, who walked away
from the sale with fifty-five 45s,

said the sale was a rare opportunity for local collectors.
"I could sell a lot of this for
between $4 and $5 at a local record convention," Don M. Bailey
said.
"Promos are especially valuable because anything that is not
intended for public sale has more
value with collectors than stock
items."
Bailey added that radio stations
generally do not sell their stock
unless they are closing, a very
rare event in Manitoba.
Hopko said the records and CDs
offered for sale no longer fit
CMOR's format.
"We're sticking to Top Forty
in rock and dance music now.
That's 80 per cent of what we
play. We also allow 20 per cent
for Canadian and alternative
music."
Hopko said most of the approximately S400 earned from the
sale will go to purchasing CDs.
"We m ight also buy a small TV
for the station so that the DJs will
always have the current time and
temperature handy."
Any records remaining from
the sale will be placed in storage,
Hopko said.
"We'll take them out if anyone
warns to look at them in the new
year.
VI

IF...
SALE
ALL VINTAGE & MILITARY CLOTHING

1/2 PRICE
Used Levis $15. pr
Cotton Tanks $6. ea
Sunglasses $5. pr

IF

you have to get dressed in the morning...
847 CORYDON
475 - 4375
Mon-Sat 11 - 6/til 8 Friday

Tom Cruise as Ron Kovic in Born On the Fourth Of July
eSSi
e) is a Chicago lawyer w
lled to..help:her:
Ike Pizlo (Armin Muller,}16.has been accused of

eels com

committing war crimes and faces
deportation baek to Hungary. She
must balanceher feelings towards
him and explore his background.
Costa-Gavras (Betrayed) has
directed the picture and has used
a simplistic approach with virtu -.
ally no in-depth analysis of characters. His direction makes the
viewer feel the emotion rather
than exploring the Holocaust's
impact. This approach lends to a
quick retrospect of the important
issue and the picture is an easy to
conceive package, though one that

arm
shows :paSkion:it
The role is ideal to 7.angc's ems
n ow .an tlramatic:pre,sert

The movie
ovie plays : •: o n th^
viewer's rationality. Thecanc. lu
sion is an effective use of it.
Despite the, lack of substance, the
movie will extract a re - examination of our moral and rational de:cision-making.
Music Box will propel Jessica
Lange back to s tardorn. However,.
the storyline and insufficient
depth of character does not war this movie to be criticallyrant
acclaimed as one of the 10 best
movies of the year.

lacks substance.

Ingmar Bergman
Film Festival:

Cruise Leaves Behind
Pretty Boy Image in Born
n the Fourth Of July
By Carmel Mospanchuk

Fighting in Vietnam, he is
forced to deal with the bloody
truths and severity instead of the
fame and glory. Even after he
returns, he is haunted by the gruesome aftermath.
This film is definitely not a
pretty boy role for Cruise, who
actually gets to show some acting
skill instead of smiling at the
screen in a tight pair of jeans.
Directed by Oliver Stone of
Platoon fame,Born on the Fourth
of July is anything but pleasant to
watch. This is not to say that it

Vietnam. Simply mentioning
the word is enough to spark uneasy feelings and controversy.
Now imagine sitting through over
two hours of it.
Born on the Fourth of July
superbly portrays the way one
man must deal with the harsh
realities of war.
Ron Kovic, played by Tom
Cruise, spends his childhood
dreaming of defending his country, and eventually enlists in the
Marines when he's old enough.

isn't an extraordinary piece of
film. Never before have I witnessed an audience squirm as
uncomfortably as during this
movie, with good reason, too.
The film is a ruthless look at the
way it was, so don't expect the Iam -war-hero-see-me-stand-tall
plot. It's gross and pathetic, and
that's why it's effective.
I recommend that you see this
movie, even if you do wish you
could leave halfway through.
After all, you may not like it, but
you can't deny it.

Angst-O-Rama
at the WAG
..

By Eva Weidman
If you are tired of the standard
Hollywood sh lock, there is a treat
in store for you at the Winnipeg
Art Gallery.
The films of Ingmar Bergman,
the famous Swedish director, are
showing every Friday, Saturday
and Sunday at 8 p.m. The series
began Friday, Jan. 5 and continues until Sunday, March 4.
There are also showings every
second Thursday at 5:15 p.m. This
is an experimental time slot for
the WAG. The idea is to attract
downtown workers and students
to come to a show after work.
Tricia Wasney, the program coordinator, says the idea appears
to be going over quite well.
This is the second series of films
by one director. Last year fea-

tured the films of Fell ini. Wasney
says the WAG hopes to do a different director every year.
The Seventh Seal was playing
Friday evening, Jan. 12, and was
definitely worth the S3 student
admission price.
Although Bergman's films
del ve deep into the human psyche
and experience, there are light
moments.
"Whichever way we turn, our
backsides are behind us" and
"Love is the most evil of all
plagues," are the type of lines
scattered in between gloomy
scenes of death and destruction.
To see what classic filmmaking is all about, and for an experience of excellence in cinematography, Ingmar Bergman's series
is a must.

...

.....

..
1) Monday is Ladies' Nite w/The Gangster of Love
2) Loonie Tuesdays-1 for a Draft, 2 for a Beer or Shot
3) Wednesday is Men's Nite
LIVE BANDS every Thurs, Fri and Saturday!
Present RRCC student card at the Standup Bar and receive day prices in the
evening. Evening Students: Get acquainted in the Circle Lounge.
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Corky & the
Juice Picts
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Wax Eloquence
Laurie
AndersonStrange Angels (Warner
Brothers)-Easy going...downto-earth...kinda there
must be a mistake here. This
couldn't be Laurie Anderson
we're talking about–
But that's how Anderson presents herself on Strange Angels,
probably her most accessible release to date.
Anderson shows a humorous
side of herself on this album,
particularly with "Babydoll",
where she complains about being
led astray by her brain—it would
rather be soaking up the sun in
Tahiti than doing an honest day
of work.
The music is a lot less difficult
than usual. In fact, you might find
yourself tapping your foot in time
to "Ramon" and "Beautiful Rcd
Dress".
Long-time fans don't need to
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feel uneasy that Anderson might
be aiming for a broader, more
commercial appeal with this release. They should find plenty of
familiar obscurity on this album,
especially with "My Eyes" and
"Hiawatha".
For those who have always
thought Laurie Anderson is a
pretty strange angel herself, this
album offers a welcome glimpse
of her touching earth—take it before she flies off again.

Louise Charette
Duran Duran-Decade

In
the beginning, there was Taylor,
Taylor, Taylor, Rhodes and Le
Bon. Four years later, Taylor and
Taylor teamed up wi th Thompson
and Palmer (who wouldn't tour
with Taylor, Taylor and Thompson, so he was replaced with
Des Barres), while Rhodes, Le
Bon and Taylor did their own

thing. A year later, after the dust
had settled, Taylor had gone solo,
Taylor had walked off into the
sunset, and Taylor, Rhodes and
Le Bon picked up where Taylor,
Taylor, Taylor, Rhodes and Le
Bon had left off.
Well, here it is, gang, the greatest hits package you've all been
waiting for, especially all you
members of the male gender. Back
in high school (1983-86), Duran
Duran were hailed as gods by the
members of the preppie clique. If
you were male and didn't have a
membership in that clique, then
you were wise not to let your
fellow non-clique males catch you
enjoying the music. If that ever
happened, it was advisable to start
singing something unintelligible
by someone like Iron Maiden.
Not that Iron Maiden ever did
anything intelligible, but you get
the point.
But anyway, here's Decade, a
14-song compilation spanning
eight years and seven studio albums. All 14 have thesamecatchy
beat that is synonymous with

Duran Duran, in addition to the
same mindless lyrics that only
these guys can pull off album
after album. I think maybe the
stage makeup they wore might
have had something to do with it.
The first two cuts are from
1981's self-titled debut. "Planet
Earth" and "Girls On Film" contain the synthesizer that they ultimately lost over time. From
1982's Rio come "Hungry Like
the Wolf', the truly nauseating
title track and "Save A Prayer".
Side one ends with "Is There
Something I Should Know" and
"Union of the Snalce" from 1983's
Seven and the Ragged Tiger. So
far, so good.
Side two starts up where side
one left off, with "Reflex", the
third song from Seven... This is,
by far, the worst song these guys
ever did.
"Wild Boys from 1984'sArena
and "A View to a Kill" from
1985's Bond movie are the final
cuts from the old DD. The last
four songs on this release are from
the new DD, the one some have
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Pub
February 2
3:30-7:30 pm

$5

South Gym

$5

TW
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

ALBUM
Pump
Stone Cold Rhythm
Steel Wheels
Rhythm Nation
Repeat Offender
End of the Innocence
Stairway to Heaven
Long Hard Look

DISTR.
Geffen
Island
CBS
A&M
EMI
Geffen
Poly
Atlantic

Slip of the Tongue

Geffen

Seeds of Love

Poly

Batman Soundtrack

Warner

Dr. Feelgood

Elektra

Last of the Runaways

A & M

We Too Are One

BMG

Full Moon Fever

MCA

Hot in the Shade

Poly

Built to Last

BMG

Raw & the Cooked

IRS

Honeymoon Suite

The Singles

WEA

Kim Mitchell

Rockland

Alert

LW ARTIST
Aerosmith
1
Young M.C.
3
Rolling Stones
Janet Jackson
9
Richard Marx
4
Don Henley
6
Various
15
Lou Gramm
17
Whitesnake
18
Tears for Fears
5
Prince
7
Motley Crue
8
Giant
10
Eurythmics
11
Tom Petty
12
Kiss
16
The Grateful Dead
19
Fine Young Cannibals
13

20

called more mature.
"Skin Trade" and the title track
from 1986's Notorious live up to
the mature label, as do the final
two tracks, from 1988's Big
Thing. "I Don 't Want YourLove"
and "All She Wants Is" are the
finale to a true greatest hits package.
No extended mixes. No B sides.
No filler tunes that peaked at 72.
Just hit singles. And in case you
hadn't figured it out already, the
songs are in chronological order
so that when played from start to
finish, you can hear the change in
sound over the eight-year period.
I'll be honest. I was a closet
Durannie in high school. B ut now,
now I'm free! ! Free, you hear?!
But before I lose it completely, let
me recommend Decade to everyone, closet Durannie or not. You'll
thank me for it.

JJ Green
Hooters-Zig Zag-Zig Zag
will be a disappointment to listeners who are accustomed to the
Hooters' hard edge sound.
This album is a departure from
their first two albums. It still holds
the Hooters' sound, but now it
has a more refined mix. The incorporation of saxophone and
synthesizers has created a broader
range of songs.
An emphasis has been placed
on softening the rock and roll
songs and hardening a political
message. Songs like "Brother,
Don't You Walk Away" ask how
many people regard the homeless. "Well, I pass him on the
street every day and if this land's
mine, is it your (his) land too."
Also, a remake of a Peter, Paul
and Mary song, "500 Miles"
expresses concern for personal
struggle. The band has added
some new lyrics about the battle
at Tiananmen Square.
The album title is appropriate
since the band has problems balancing what muscial directions it
will follow. Side One expresses
their new political and global
concerns. Side Two presents the
Hooters' tired old views on music
and challenges. Indecisive song
selection has many of the tracks
sounding flat and uninspired.
Zig Zag is a progression of a
new and mature band. Andy King
has been replaced with Frank
Smith Jr. who helps in vocals and
playing the bass. His arrival has
infused new blood into the band.
Now, they must channel their new
sound.
Only the-hard Hooters fans will
be interested in the album. It will
find trouble finding airplay because there does not seem to be a
Top Forty song. The next album
should see a clearer musical direction and the Hooters' return to
the public spotlight.

Chris Zuk
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Highlights from the Past Decade
By Todd Lewys

Nominations Open:
January22
Nominations Close:
February2

There were many memorable
moments in sports in the 1980s.
The past decade produced a new
crop of individual stars that
thrilled fans worldwide, and in a
wide variety of sports. As well,
the accomplishments of special
teams which dominated their
respective sports was a big part of
sporting history in the '80s. There
were also special settings that
allowed competitors to shine, and
fans to witness special moments
that would become part of sporting history.
Hem are some random memories from the '80s that stick out in
my mind.
Best:
'Wayne Gretzky, who proved that
brains can beat brawn with a little
imagination and a lot of hard work.
The Borg-McEnroe duels of the
early '80s. Men's tennis hasn't
been the same since Borg retired
and Big Mac became a family
man.
'Joe Montana. He may look like
Manilow, but he's the NFL's
version of the Great One.
'Magic Johnson. A maestro on
the basketball court, he was the
third finalist for Athlete of the
Decade.
'The Calgary Winter Olympics.
Who can forget Elizabeth Manley
proving she could produce in the

clutch, or the untimely slip that
cost Brian Orscr the gold medal
in a neck-in-neck duel with Brian
Boitano?
'The Los Angeles Lakers. Five
NBA titles in the '80s says it all.
'The Edmonton Oilers, who everyone loved to hate, but also loved
to watch.
' Lest we forget the New York
Islanders, who dominated the
NHL for the first half of the '80s.
Only the Oilers prevented the Isles
from making good on their Drive
for Five in 1984.
'John Ferguson's firing, then
replacement, with the subdued
Mike Smith, who then hired the
studious Bob Murdoch.
•Pirmin Zurbriggen, who dominated the ski slopes with a quiet
elegance that allowed him to
become the world's best all-round
skier.
'Martina Navratilova, who
changed women's tennis from a
baseline war of attrition to an
athletic, all-court game. Sexual
preferences aside, she put fans
back in the scats when women's
tennis needed a boost.
'Larry Bird, who proved you can
star in the NBA despite being
slow and having no vertical jump.
'The tennis artistry of John
McEnroe, who painted winners
from all areas of the court when

he wasn't arguing with the umpire over line calls.
*CBC's Hockey Night in Canada. A Canadian tradition that
will endure into the 1990s and
beyond.
oMichael Jordan, who promises
to be the NBA's star of the 1990s,
got a head start in the waning
moments of the '80s.
°Jack Nicklaus. Who else could
win the Masters at age 46 and
design golf courses at the same
time?
°CFL Grey Cup games, which
put the NFL's Superbowl to
shame.
oGrant Fuhr. Next to Gretzky, the
most important Oiler.
°The LPGA's Nancy Lopez, who
dominated with a funny swing
and a smile.
'Finally, the '80s health kick that
motivated the slogan, "Just Do
It", and made being a jock the in
thing.
Worst:
°Superbowl games. Most were
anti-climactic, except for the two
clashes between the 49ers and
Bengals.
oSteinbrenner and Ballard. Here
are two team owners who were
(and still are) a discredit to their
respective sports.
°Winnipeg's sports facilities,
which enter the 1990s as they

started the '80s: as a black eye to
a "sports town" that continues to
languish in the grey area between
the major and minor leagues.
°John Ferguson's draft choices,
which got off to a head start with
Jimmy Mann in 1979.
'Inflated sports salaries, which
only promise to get worse as athletes and agents clamor for more
in the coming decade.
°The drugs that athletes could buy
with their hefty salaries.
°The trend toward overt commercialism in almost every sport
imaginable.
°The Ottawa Roughriders, who
look as if they might right themselves in the 1990s.
°Eddie "the Eagle" Edwards,
whose charisma couldn't outweigh the fact that he was making
a mockery of serious competition.
°The Dallas Cowboys' unceremonious firing of Tom Landry
and replacement with the blowdried Jimmy Johnson.
°Peter Pocklington and the
Gretzky trade. Over a year and a
half later, Peter Puck is still selling his assets to clear up his debts.
Come to think of it, the first three
letters of assets sums up Pocklington.
'Steroids and the Ben Johnson

incident. They turned track and
field from a thriving sport into a
field of bad dreams from which it
may never recover.
°John McEnroe's temper tantrums. John, you could've won
without them!
°The 1984 Los Angeles Olympics. U.S. hype at its most arrogant.
°Carl Lewis' holier-than-thou
attitude.
°The lack of rivalries in men's
and women's tennis.
°The PGA Tour's Top 125 system, which made the Tour a crapshoot without a star to dominate.
°Mike Bossy's premature retirement due to chronic back problems.
°The suffocating hype that came
to be associated with almost every
major sports event of the '80s.
°So-called amateur athletes making millions in endorsements
(Mary Lou Retton, Carl Lewis,
Ben Johnson...)
°Soviets being allowed to play in
the NHL.
°Not enough people getting involved in the '80s health craze.
We're all still pretty out of shape,
whether we want to admit it or
not.
Let's hope the 1990s provide
sports fans with as many great
memories as the 1980s did.

Varsity Athletics Could Return to RRCC
By Paul Edmonds

ELECTIONS:
February 16,1990
Pick up your nomination form in the
SA Office Room DM20.

FEED RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION

Red River Community College
could see the return of varsity
athletics on campus, provided the
college follows through on a
proposal to break away from the
government within one to two
years, says college executive director Don Hillman.
"I think what you arc going to
see happen is the college become
autonomous and not part of the
province of Manitoba anymore,"
Hillman said.
"The system here is probably
one of our biggest drawbacks to
running a varsity athletic program."
The college withdrew its funding of the sports programs after
the 1985-86 campaign, when the
student administration decided to
cancel its $100,000 support towards varsity athletics.
This led the government to
follow suit, and they withdrew
their funding at the same time,
which ranged in the neighborhood of $150,000.
So, with almost 5250,000 cut
from the programs, varsity sports
were left high and dry and unable
to continue.

The rationale behind the capital withdrawal was to help finance the construction of the
Student Union Building. But four
years after the varsity sports programs were cut by the college, the
union building is no closer to
getting off the ground
There were, of course, other
problems that led to the demise
and the eventual collapse to Red
River's representation in athletics.
The fact that the college could
not get any funding for scholarships and was not granted any
tuition wavers compounded the
problem of drawing quality athletes to the school, which Hillman explains amounted to nothing more than a catch-22 situation.
"The government would say to
us, 'you can't have any scholarship support without carded athletes'," Hillman quoted, "but how
are you to get carded athletes with
nothing to offer them?"
RRCC physical education
department head June Graham
said that another problem was

finding and keeping quality
coaches for the seven teams.
"We hired our own coaches,
but some of them would be making only $1.65 an hour when we
figured the time that was spent,"
she said.
If varsity athletics were to return to Red River, there would be
a problem deciding which teams
would start back up, Graham said.
Prior to 1985-86, RRCC fielded
teams in five different sports in
the college league.
Hillman said the whole program was frustrating in that anytime the college would have
anyone that was half- decent in a
particular sport, the other postsecondary institutes would make
them an offer that would be unrefutable.
"It was frustrating. Every year
we would have to start fresh and
you can't maintain a quality program doing that," he said.
Rod Matiation, a former Business Administration student and
hockey player, echoes the
thoughts of Hillman.
"The government figured it was

a waste of time to have varsity
sports at Red River, yet we had
some excellent hockey players."
Matiation played for the Rebels hockey team the last year Red
River had the teams and that was
the year they finished fourth in
Canada at the Canada College
Championships, only to come
home and find that their jerseys
were to be retired permanently
without the appropriate tearful
ceremonies.
It's guys like Matiation that
played on the school teams that
feel the decision was unjust by
the SA that year, and he looks
forward to the possibility of varsity athletics becoming part of the
college's priorities.
"I'm waiting for the team or the
program to reform," he said.
There is another problem on
the long list as to why varsity athletics went the way of the dinosaur.
Apparently, the school decided
to increase the student fees of
every college student in Mani-.
toba including Keewatin and
Assiniboine by $20 per student.

This was intended to offset the
cost of varsity athletics on campus. Of the $20 the Phys. Ed.
department was to receive two
dollars per month to fund the
college athletic program.
Instead, the college was forced
to share these monies with the
other two colleges, which left Red
River contributing the majority
of the funding while only receiving a third of the revenue. Also,
the fact that the money was also
prorated by the the SA left the
varsity sports program and the
Phys. Ed. department at the mercy
of students administration.
Hillman remains optimistic
that the program can be revived.
"The commitment has to be
there from the college, we should
follow the example of what they
have done in Brandon," he said.
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JOBS
Typists. $500 weekly at hcme.
Information? Send SASE to C.
Merrells, 121 Ravelstonc Ave. W
RR Wpg, MB, R2C-1V8.

parents...We'd like to meet you
to discuss our programs: Facts of
Life Line. Full training program/
continued support and education.
Call Planned Parenthood at 7742501. Reply anytime before Feb.
13, 1990.
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Intramural Volleyball Champions
Men's Division
Women's Division
6-Pack
L.A. Lexerz

Type-Two word processing services. Term papers, resumes, correspondence, etc. Call Lily at 224.5718 24-hours.
Resume Services. CiFskrnized
resumes, prompt service, 10%
discount for students. Downtown
location. Roberta at 943-7333.
Evenings: Judy at 832-9518.
Typing: word processing, term
papers, SEs, CCs, resumes, etc.
Reasonable student rates. Call
Cathy at 224-3790 any time.
Shirwood-Processing provides
typing/word letters/resumes;
business reports/papers. Anytime.
Located 4 blocks west of Pan Am
Pool. Call Shircly at 488-8617.
Planning IC-WdingrI'll givie
you professional wedding photography for S300 or less. YOU
keep the negatives. Will also
handle kids or family portraits,
customc B &W processing/printing, models portfolios. You name
it! I need SS! Call Paul at 6680275.
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Bought some new CDs? Time to
get rid of your LPs? I buy records,
especially 45s. Call Don at 3391414.

'Calculus
'Statistics
'Business Math
'Physics
'Financial Math
'Economics
'Trigonometry
'Accounting
'Computer Pr.
'Business Courses
'Word Processing 'Science
•Electronics
'English

'Reading
'Writing
'Mathematics
•ESL

Help your Heart
& Stroke Fund

'Essay Writing
'Study Skills
'Spelling
•Speed Reading
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VOLUNTEERS
JUNE GI:Ant:ATI

A record number of 194 students and
staff members have now signed up and
begun recording the number ()flys they
jog or walk each workout. Eleven have
already reached the 200 km goal necessary to earn a free club T-shirt. The first
to earn their shirts were Hakim Jo11 (above,
left) and Phil McKenzie (centre).
It's not too late to get involved. All you
have to do is print your name on the chart
at the South Gym track and begin working out.

A jogging or walking program is an
excellent way to begin the new year if
your goals include improved endurance fitness, weight loss or control, or
the management of the stresses that are
present while studying or working at
the college.
If you have any questions concerning the club or wish to have a proper
fitness appraisal done before beginning a program, drop down to the North
Gym and talk to Jack Kaplan.
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General Adult Upgrading

a d vising

Town of Gladstone Swimming
Pool Comm itee is now accepting
applications for position of Pool
Supervisor for 1990 summer
season. Qualified applicants may
apply in writing to Recreation
Director, Box 659, Gladstone,
MB, ROJ-OTO. Include qualifications and expected salary with
resume. Deadline for applications
is Feb. 19. Employment to cornmence May 1990.
South Winnipeg Family Information Centre needs volunteers to
teach the babysitting training
course which is being offered to
girls and boys over the age of 11
during Feb. and March 1990. Call
253-9250.
Make a Difference! Be a Volunteer Tutor for literacy and high
school courses (day and evening)
at Rockwood Institution. For more
info. call 453-5541 ext.5651
(Wp g) or 467-5225 (Stonewall).
Volunteer opportunities are available in the field of Sexuality
Education. If you are comfortable with human sexuality, believe in responsible attitudes
toward sex and want to help educate children, adolescents and

'

One-to-One Tutorials

U

Lost: Gold bracelet on January
15. REWARD! Please contact
Darlene, Building E, Room 214.
Found: Case with bus pass. May
be claimed at Winnipeg Transit
lost & found in Winnipeg Square
Concourse.
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